For those
‘splash
& dash’
moments.

water resistant laminate.

Water
resistant
floors for
moments
of joy.

xx xx / xxxxx
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Enjoy a 100% water-resistant floor in your home with our
Ocean+ laminate. Capture the warm atmosphere and beauty
of realistic natural wood designs in a floor that’s simple to
look after, highly scratch resistant, and guaranteed to last a
lifetime.
Ocean+ is also safe for bathrooms and kitchens thanks to
our revolutionary hydro+ technology. Our know-how was
introduced to the market back in 2008, making BerryAlloc the
pioneer in water-resistant laminate flooring. Installed and
appreciated in residential and commercial interiors for more
than a decade, the innovation is your assurance that Ocean+
is fully equipped to deal with water.
Whether you’re looking to design your bathroom, kitchen,
living space or hallway, Ocean+ has got your back. Create a
beautiful flow throughout your home with a surface that’s
made for living.
Dance, play, spill, or celebrate on our 100% water-resistant
laminate. After all, our floors are made for moments of joy.
Carefree moments of joy.
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Home is where
the heart is …
And your floor.
6

charme light natural & stone grey
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A worry-free floor
with countless
benefits.

gyant light natural (XL)
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bloom natural & stone grey

100% water
repellent
coating

Pioneering
hydro+
technology

100% water-resistant floors, fully protected
thanks to our pioneering hydro+ technology.
Back in 2008, BerryAlloc was the first company to
bring this innovation to laminate flooring.
A hydrophobic coating is applied to all sides of
the plank, effectively repelling water when it
comes into contact with the joints. Applied during
manufacturing, the collection is completely waterresistant when it leaves the production line. This
unique formulation has indisputably proven its
durability, quality, and value for money after years
of exposure to daily situations.

Floors for all spaces
Premium quality laminate that’s water resistant:
Ocean+ brings another significant advantage to
your home. Connect several areas in your house
with the same floor: are you looking for a natural
wood look that goes from the hallway to your
living room and kitchen? Or would you prefer a
smooth transition from your bedroom to your
bathroom? The possibilities are endless – and
endlessly stylish.

Bathroom-proof
Ocean+ is completely bathroom-proof. In addition
to our hydro+ technology, our floors are fully
engineered to keep water at bay. On its surface,
a laminate plank is unable to absorb any liquid.
Combined with our hydro+ technology and an
airtight locking system, water is unable to seep
through to the high-quality, moisture-resistant
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HDF core.

To complete the Ocean+ collection, we’ve got
a selection of hydro+ finishing accessories to
protect your floor next to walls and transitions,
making it fully equipped to withstand exposure to
water and other liquids. You’ll be able to freshen
up without worrying about splashes and spills, all
while enjoying that original style.

gyant light
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natural
wood design

Authentic
wood
designs.

Our laminate collections are reputed for
their authentic, lifelike wood designs and
realistic embossing. Ocean+ is no exception.
Made to suit all walks of life,
this collection offers both classic and trendleading designs. A selection of different
colours is available, ranging from soft oaks,
rustic woods with multiple cracks and knots,
to beautiful dark grey tones and the eyecatching retro chic design.
Explore the different structures in our
collection, perfectly matched to the
different designs available.
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gyant light natural (XL)

wood structure
With a soft structure, this floor is a great
all-purpose choice, providing a solid
foundation to any interior scheme.

real wood structure
Capturing the details and nuances that
make every wood floor unique, our
real wood structure delivers faultless
authenticity.

deep wood structure
Distinguished by extra knots and cracks,
the ultra-deep embossed texture
and super-matt finish feels entirely
authentic, for a true recreation of nature’s
variety.

stone structure
Supporting the texture and finish of
natural stone, this design brings a stylish
and authentic take on original stone
floors and allows for extra playfulness in
design.
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premium
quality

Premium floors,
for all kinds
of lifestyles.
Our floors are meant for all kinds of people, and
all kinds of lifestyles. That’s why we’ve made
Ocean+ tough. With high levels of abrasion and
scratch resistance, your carefree floor will continue
to retain its beauty.
All collections share a residential abrasion class level
of 23: strong and more than suitable to withstand the
challenges of everyday life. Furthermore, Ocean 8
V4 and Ocean 8 XL have a commercial abrasion class
level of 32, making this an ideal floor for commercial
use too.
Looking for some extra strength? Ocean 12 V4
and Ocean 12 XL are top tier. In fact, they are even
perfectly suitable for intensive commercial use
because of their higher impact and wear resistance.
Belonging to the abrasion class level of 33, these
floors have got it all.
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lifetime
warranty

Live your best life on these premium quality floors – after all, they’re designed to
last a lifetime. Rigorously tested for strength, water resistance, impact damage,
fading and discolouration, as well as stability and wear, we wholeheartedly
confirm that every Ocean+ floor meets the conditions of a lifetime warranty for
residential use. As for commercial use, Ocean+ meets a warranty of five years for
class 32, and six years for class 33.
Our laminate floors are further protected by being UV resistant, even under
bright sunlight. With a surface that’s resistant to everyday products like make-up
and nail polish, you have peace of mind in a floor that’s made to last.

gyant light natural (XL)

Made to last
a lifetime.
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spirit light grey

the collection

ocean+

This is Ocean+
Our Ocean+ collection is available in two sizes and thicknesses, so you can choose what’s
suitable for your room. From the all-round practicality of Ocean 8 V4, or the lasting
durability of our grand Ocean 12 XL planks, it’s a collection that can deliver to any want
and need.
Whether you’re freshening up your bathroom, redoing your kitchen, or are looking to use the
same finish throughout different rooms, Ocean+ gives you endless opportunities. And with a
great range of designs, including our most popular classics, this collection fits right into any
interior scheme. The collection is diverse with options such as the exclusive Gyant design made
from a real wood scan, playful Retro Chic that mimics Portuguese tiling, or our lifelike stone
design: an edgy, original look available in a plank format. The natural look and feel of the planks
is further enhanced by the use of bevelled edges – with the exception of Retro Chic.
Our total collection contains 30 different decors. 10 of the natural wood looks are available in all
the formats: Ocean 8 V4, Ocean 8 XL, Ocean 12 V4, and Ocean 12 XL.

Ocean 8 V4
A versatile, 8 mm-thick laminate floor with a plank size of 190 mm x 1288 mm. A true all-rounder,
this floor works well in different rooms and is available in all colours and styles.

Ocean 8 XL
With an XL plank size of 241 mm x 2038 mm and 8 mm thickness, this floor creates a sense of
wide, open space.

Ocean 12 V4
A 12 mm-thick laminate floor in a plank size of 190 mm x 1288 mm. Ideal for both residential and
commercial settings.

Ocean 12 XL
The impressive proportions of Ocean 12 XL bring a balanced look with premium quality for both
residential living spaces and commercial areas. Consisting of a 12 mm thick plank in 241 mm x
2038 mm proportions.
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Choose your colour
Ten authentic wood decors in varying shades. These colours are available in all the formats:
Ocean 8 V4, Ocean 8 XL, Ocean 12 V4 and Ocean 12 XL.

Gyant Natural
real wood structure
matt

Java Natural
real wood structure
XL: wood structure

Bloom Natural
wood structure

Bloom Light Natural
wood structure

Gyant Light Natural
real wood structure
matt

Gyant Light
real wood structure
matt

Gyant Light Grey
real wood structure
matt

Gyant Grey
real wood structure
matt

Gyant Brown
real wood structure
matt

Gyant Dark Brown
real wood structure
matt

Ocean 8 XL
8 mm thickness
Ocean 12 XL
12 mm thickness

1288 x 190 mm

2038 x 241 mm

Choose your plank size and thickness

Ocean 8 V4
8 mm thickness
Ocean 12 V4
12 mm thickness
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One plank size, 20 additional colours
Twenty decors varying between authentic wood designs, elegant stone and playful retro looks.
Available in the Ocean 8 V4 format. (1288 x 190 x 8 mm)

Canyon Natural
deep wood structure
matt

Charme Light Natural
real wood structure

Canyon Light
deep wood structure
matt

Charme White
real wood structure

Retro Chic Blue Grey
stone structure
no bevels

Java Light Grey
wood structure

Canyon Grey
deep wood structure
matt

Forest Natural
wood structure

Canyon Brown
deep wood structure
matt

Walnut Brown
wood structure

Crush Brown Natural
wood structure

Texas Grey
real wood structure

Texas Light Natural
real wood structure

Crush Light
wood structure

Stone Grey
stone structure

Spirit Light Grey
real wood structure

Texas Light Brown
real wood structure

Teak Brown
wood structure
gloss

Texas Brown
real wood structure

Texas Dark Brown
real wood structure

Endless options,
limitless style.
Your home,
your floor,
your personal touch.
This is your creative
space, to do what
you want and live
your best life.
Just be yourself.
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gyant dark brown (XL)

Sustainable
Belgian design.
Made in Belgium
Our laminate floors hold the ‘made in Belgium’ label –
something we’re very proud of. From concept and design
to manufacturing and packaging, the entire creation
process takes place in our plant in Menen, Belgium,
under the careful eye of our dedicated experts. Fun fact:
this is the same team that perfected our pioneering
hydro+ technology!
Coming from a country that prizes innovation and quality,
our premium laminate floors are renowned for their
unique and trend-leading designs, quick installation
process, easy maintenance, and a lifetime warranty for
residential use. BerryAlloc continues to provide premium
quality laminate, without compromise.
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Our planet, our priority
At BerryAlloc, respecting the environment is
one of our biggest priorities. As a company, we
strive to use as little waste as possible. Products
are strategically manufactured in Europe to
reduce our carbon footprint. Our laminate is
PEFC-certified (Programme for the Endorsement
of Forest Certification), supporting the
promotion of Sustainable Forest Management.
With an extremely low VOC (Volatile Organic
Compound) emission, our floors are safe and
healthy for people to install in their homes.

teak brown

Easy
living
With this easy-maintenance floor, spills and
marks can simply be wiped away to leave a
sparkling, spot-free surface. Even the lightest
and brightest styles stay fabulous.
Maintaining Ocean+ is no different than with
a regular laminate floor. Regular care will keep
it in first-class condition. You can either use
a soft brush, vacuum cleaner, or microfibre
mop to maintain your floor. Is it dirtier than
expected? Some lukewarm water and a damp
cloth will do the trick.
We recommend using our specific laminate
cleaner, a biodegradable solution suitable
crush brown natural

for both first-time maintenance and regular
use. It’ll leave your floor free of footsteps and
stripes and pleasingly fragrant.
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charme white

27

28
java light grey

Easy to install
Our laminate floors are super easy and quick to install with few special tools, making life so much
simpler for professionals and DIYers. Our collection has two types of locking systems: DuoLoc on
our Ocean 8 V4 planks, and a combination of DuoLoc on the long sides and 5G on the shorter
sides of the plank for 8 XL, 12 V4, and 12 XL. By simply slotting your planks into place, your floor
can be ready in no time.
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Hydro+ accessories
Hydro+ accessories for a
100% water resistant finish
To fully protect your floor around the edges of
the room, you’ll need the right accessories to
complete your installation. Our hydro+ accessories
make sure your floor is able to expand and remain
water resistant at the same time, leaving you to
enjoy your floor for years to come.

Fillertwine
Use the Fillertwine joint sealing strip as a base for
sealant. Fill in all expansion gaps with Fillertwine to
make sure your floor can still shrink and expand,
without exposing it to water.
10 m / Ø 8mm - Ref: 63002899

Hydro+ sealant
This specially developed sealant should be used
on top of the Fillertwine in expansion points at
perimeters, under doorways and around pipes.
The hydro+ sealant protects the edges of your
floor from coming into contact with humidity.
310 ml - Ref: HPSILICONE
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Additional accessories
Ocean+ compatible installation accessories
Ocean+ is compatible with our full range of BerryAlloc laminate flooring accessories. Easy to fit
and perfectly matched for a seamless and premium look, they provide the perfect finish.

Underlays

Excellence Plus
10 m2 - 2,5 mm

Excellence Impact+
12 m2 - 3 mm

Excellence Go
15/20 m2 - 2 mm

corrects
unevenness &
protects lock
system

√

√

√

impact sound

- 21 dB

- 19 dB

- 19 dB

reduces
walking sound

••••

••••

••••

high impact
resistance

••••

••••

••••

suitable for floor
heating / cooling

••••

••••

••••

Installation
DuoLoc Tapping Block
Use our DuoLoc Tapping Block on the Ocean 8 V4 DuoLoc system for an easier installation process.
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It’s all in
the details.
forest natural

Laminate Cleaner
Our biodegradable laminate cleaner is specially formulated to take care
of your Ocean+ laminate floor. It helps keep your floor hygienic and leaves
behind a pleasant fragrance. Suitable for first-time maintenance as well as
regular use, this cleaner leaves no stripes or visible footsteps. It doesn’t leave
a residue build-up so there’s no need to rinse it off, making it easier to keep
your floor looking like new. Available in 1L bottles.
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100% matching skirtings & profiles
60 mm matching skirting
Modern skirting to create a perfectly matched wall finish.
Installation: glue or clips
2400 mm x 12 mm x 60 mm (L x W x H)

80 mm matching skirting
Taller skirting for a more traditional look, perfectly matched to your floor.
Installation: glue or clips
2400 mm x 12 mm x 80 mm (L x W x H)

Quarter round matching
A subtle, matching finish for your floor.
Installation: glue
2400 mm x 14 mm x 14 mm (L x W x H)

T-profile matching
Matching transition profile between 2 floors of the same height.
1000/2000/2400mm x 40mm x8mm (L x W x H)
Adjustable to laminate and underlay heights of 9 – 15 mm

Reducer profile matching
Matching transition profile between 2 floors of a different height.
1000/2000/2400mm x 45mm x 12mm (L x W x H)
Adjustable to laminate and underlay heights of 9 – 15 mm

End profile matching
Subtle profile to cover expansions where skirtings cannot be installed.
2000/2400mm x 28mm x 8mm (L x W x H)
Adjustable to laminate and underlay heights of 9 – 15 mm
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Technical guide
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Ocean 8 v4

Ocean 12 v4

Ocean 8 xl

Ocean 12 xl

Loc system

duoloc

5G loc

5G loc

5G loc

Bevels

4

4

4

4

Class

32/AC4

33/AC5

32/AC4

33/AC5

Hydro+

yes

yes

yes

yes

Residential warranty

lifetime

lifetime

lifetime

lifetime

Commercial warranty

5 years

6 years

5 years

6 years

plank size

1288 x 190

1288 x 190

2038 x 241

2038 x 241

thickness

8 mm

12 mm

8 mm

12 mm

box

9 planks - 2,20 m2

6 planks - 1,47 m2

6 planks - 2,95 m2

pallet

56 boxes - 123,34 m

56 boxes - 82,23 m

Gyant Natural

62001319

62002072

62002057

62002062

Java Natural

62001875

62002073

62002044

62002063

Bloom Natural

62001955

62002065

62002046

62002051

Bloom Light Natural

62002031

62002064

62002074

62002048

Gyant Light Natural

62002038

62002071

62002056

62002061

Gyant Light

62001318

62002069

62002052

62002059

Gyant Light Grey

62002037

62002070

62002053

62002060

Gyant Grey

62001320

62002068

62002050

62002058

Gyant Brown

62002035

62002066

62002047

62002054

Gyant Dark Brown

62002036

62002067

62002049

62002055

Canyon Natural

62001298

-

-

-

Charme Light Natural

62002017

-

-

-

Canyon Light

62001296

-

-

-

Charme White

62001325

-

-

-

Retro Chic Blue Grey*

62001090

-

-

-

Java Light Grey

62002039

-

-

-

Canyon Grey

62001299

-

-

-

Forest Natural

62002034

-

-

-

Canyon Brown

62001300

-

-

-

Walnut Brown

62002042

-

-

-

Crush Brown Natural

62002032

-

-

-

Texas Grey

62001328

-

-

-

Texas Light Natural

62001327

-

-

-

Crush Light

62002033

-

-

-

Stone Grey

62001322

-

-

-

Spirit Light Grey

62001331

-

-

-

Texas Light Brown

62002041

-

-

-

Teak Brown

62001330

-

-

-

Texas Brown

62001329

-

-

-

Texas Dark Brown

62002040

-

-

-

2

2

54 boxes - 159,14 m

4 planks - 1,96 m2
2

54 boxes -106,09 m2

Non-contractual document. Printing techniques may cause small variations in the colours shown. BerryAlloc reserves the right to
modify its range without notice. Printing 01/21. ENG: 11008822
*no bevels
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BerryAlloc
Industrielaan 100
8930 Menen - Belgium
T +32 56 67 66 11
info@berryalloc.com

berryalloc.com

